U	A MODERN ZOEOASTRIAN.
of the substances they build up, they are really ultimate and indivisible particles or themselves composites.
Chemistry and electricity give a ready answer to this latter question.    Molecules are composites of still smaller bodies, and to get back to the ultimate particle we must go to atoms.    All chemical changes resolve themselves into the breaking up of molecules and rearrangement of their constituent atoms.  If the opposite poles of a voltaic battery are inserted in a vessel containing   water,   molecules   of water   are  broken  up? bubbles of gas rise at each pole, and if these are collected, the gas at the positive pole is found to be oxygen, and that at the negative pole hydrogen.    Nothing has been added or taken away, for the weight of the two gases evolved exactly equals that of the water which has disappeared.   But the molecules of the water have been broken up, and their constituents reappear in totally different forms,  for nothing  can  well  be more unlike water than each of the two gases of which it is composed.    That it is composed of them can be verified by the reverse experiment of mixing the two gases together in the same proportion of two volumes of hydrogen to one  of oxygen  as was produced  by the decomposition of water, passing an electric spark through the vessel containing the mixture, when with a loud explosion the gases reunite, and water is formed in precisely the same quantity as produced the volumes of gas by its decomposition.    Can the ultimate  particles of these gases be further subdivided; can they, like those of water, be broken up and reappear in new forms ?   No ; there is no known process by which an atom of oxygen can be made anything but oxygen, or an atom of hydit)gen anything but hydrogen.

